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Notations 

f
kC  – unit fixed cost of ship k [¥/day];

Cs – transportation cost under scenario s [¥];
F
sC  – fixed cost under scenario s [¥];
H
sC  – cost of heavy fuel under the scenario s [¥];

fuel
sC  – fuel cost under scenario s [¥];

L
sC  – cost of light fuel under the scenario s [¥];

V
sC  – variable cost under scenario s [¥];

port
sC  – port related cost under scenario s [¥];
DH – ship heavy fuel consumption rate [g/kW⋅h];
DL – ship light fuel consumption rate [g/kW⋅h];

s
id  – number of containers importing port i under 

scene s [TEU];
dij – distance from port i to port j [nmi];
fi – standby time for arrival and departure at port 

i [h];

f0 – standby times for arrival and departure at hub 
port [h];

G  – port set, G = {0, 1, 2, ..., n}, i, j Î G, when i or j = 
0, it means to call for the hub port;

li – path containing port i;
s
ijkl  – load of ship k from feeder port i to feeder port 

j under scenario s; 
lj – path containing port j;

0
s
ikl  – load of the ship k from the hub port to the feed-

er port i under the scenario s;

0
s
kl  – load of the ship k lea the hub port under sce-

nario s;
Mk – admiralty coefficient of ship k;

n – number of feeder ports in the problem;
Pk – power of main engine of ship k [kW];
ps – occurrence probability of scenario s;

Qk – carrying capacity of ship k;
s
iq  – number of containers exporting port i under 

scene s [TEU];
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rs – price of heavy fuel under scenario s [¥/t];
sr′  – price of light fuel under scenario s [¥/t];

SMk – mileage of ship k [nmi];
s
kSTAP  –   stay time of ship k at ports under scenario s [h]; 
ti – average loading and unloading speed of port 

i [TEU/h]; 
t0 – average loading and unloading speed of hub 

port [TEU/h];
Ti – time of ship k reaching the hub port under sce-

nario s [h]; 
Tj – meaningful only when Xijk = 1, ensuring the 

continuity of navigation time of ship k under 
scenario s [h]; 

Tk – maximum sailing time of a single voyage of a 
ship [days];

T0 – exit time of ship k departing from the hub port 
under scenario s [h]; 

uk – port fee for ship k [¥];
V – ship set, V = {1, 2, ..., K}, k Î V; 
s
kv  – speed of ship k under the scenario s [kn];
*
kv  – optimum speed with the lowest transportation 

cost [kn]; 
Xijk – ship k shipping path;

1, when ship 
from port  to port ,  ;

0, otherwise,
, , ;

ijk

k
i j i jX

i j G k V


 ≠= 


∀ ∈ ∀ ∈

Xi0k – ship k finally returns to the hub port;
X0jk – ship k starts from the hub port;

X1 ... X6 – optimal solution in scenarios 1…6; 
Y1 ... Y3 – robust solutions corresponding to different de-

cision preferences;
zs – load slack under scenario s;

Dk – displacement of ship k [t];
W – scenario set, W = {1, 2, ..., S}, s Î W;
w – weight coefficient.

1. Introduction

The trend of large ships and alliances is now obvious. For 
container transportation, the large ship not only means 
the reduction of unit transportation cost, but also means 
that the scale economies make the trunk and branch line 
container transportation develop and differentiate. This 
makes the application of the hub-and-spoke marine net-
work more common (Zheng, Yang 2016; Tuljak-Suban 
2018). The hub-and-spoke maritime network divides the 
ports into hub ports and feeder ports. Large container 
ships are mainly used for trunk transportation between 
hub ports, which form a trunk network. The small- and 
medium-sized ships are mainly used for branch line trans-
portation between hub port and feeder ports, which form 
a feeder line network. The feeder line transportation net-
work provides collection and distribution services for trunk 
container transportation. As the joint of trunk transporta-

tion, it affects whether the trunk transportation can pro-
ceed smoothly. 

Container liner shipping can be considered as a net-
work based industry. Its operation greatly depends on the 
design of shipping networks, formed by various routes 
(Tran, Haasis 2018). Liner shipping companies need to 
determine the service network structure that they under-
take container cargoes in a certain time period. A regular 
and reliable feeder liner shipping network is important for 
shippers/consignees (Wang, Meng 2012). It relates to the 
comprehensive efficiency of liner shipping companies and 
determines the quality of marine transportation.

At present, the study of container liner routes in feeder 
line network is divided into 2 aspects: one is based on 
the deterministic environment, the other is based on the 
uncertain environment. Research in deterministic environ-
ment mainly includes liner route design (Du et al. 2017; 
Wang et al. 2014), liner fleet planning (Meng, Wang 2011), 
liner fleet deployment (Du et al. 2016; Yang 2015), and con-
tainer ship speed optimization (Xing et al. 2019). However, 
there are few literatures on the study of feeder liner net-
work in uncertain environment. The container liner routes 
are not as reliable as people expect, which is exposed to 
many uncertain risks, so it is very likely that transportation 
delay and total cost will change. Uncertainty of time, con-
gestion at port, fluctuation of fuel prices, and uncertainty 
of shipment demand are all the reasons for the low reli-
ability of container liner routes. Therefore, how to scientifi-
cally reflect the uncertainty in the optimization of feeder 
liner routes with quantitative methods, in order to reduce 
the decision-making risk and improve the operating in-
come, has become the focus of liner companies.

2. Literature review

In order to improve the stability of route service and 
enhance its ability of resisting risks, the optimization of 
liner routes under uncertain environment has attracted 
more and more attention. Kepaptsoglou et al. (2015) uses 
chance constraints to solve the uncertainty of the ship’s 
navigation time caused by weather conditions. Wang & 
Meng (2012) uses mixed integer nonlinear stochastic pro-
gramming model to solve the uncertainty of waiting time 
and container handling time caused by port congestion. 
In the above research, multi-objective optimization is in-
troduced to solve port time uncertainty (Song et al. 2015), 
but they mainly focus on the impact of time uncertainty on 
liner routes, and not considering the uncertainty of freight 
demand and fuel prices.

On the one hand, because of the influence of inter-
national trade market, hinterland economy and the diver-
sion of alternative transportation mode, the stability of 
freight demand cannot be guaranteed, but the design of 
liner routes in feeder line network needs to be established 
based on the relationship between supply and demand. In 
order to describe demand uncertainty, interval sets (Liu, 
Yang 2016; Li et al. 2019), fuzzy set theory (Jung, Jeong 
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2012), stochastic programming (Zhang et al. 2019) are 
used as quantitative analysis tools of demand uncertainty. 
But these studies only guarantee the robustness of the 
model, not the robustness of the solution. Robust opti-
mization method can guarantee the robustness of both 
solution and model (Li et al. 2017; Wang et al. 2012). Yang 
et al. (2017) established a robust optimization model to 
study the container feeder network with uncertain de-
mand, which aims to minimize the costs of fuel, handling 
and penalty. But the seaworthy costs related to ships and 
port usage fees in route operation are not considered, 
while the waiting time and service time in port are ig-
nored too. On the other hand, fuel costs could account for 
50…60% of a ship’s total operating cost in times of high 
fuel prices. The volatility of the bunker market over re-
cent years has contributed to significant instability of cash 
flows for shipping lines (Wang, Teo 2013). At the same 
time, international fuel prices determine the optimal speed 
of a ship and affect the total sailing time of the route 
(Xing et al. 2018). Therefore, the current research gener-
ally adopts speed regulation to deal with the fluctuation 
of fuel prices (Yao et al. 2012; Magirou et al. 2015; Ronen 
2011). However, when the market demand and fuel prices 
fluctuate at the same time, it will affect the choice of ship 
type for route adaptation, which is difficult to ensure the 
reasonable allocation of ship type for route (Xing et al. 
2017). Therefore, only considering the demand uncertainty 
or fuel price uncertainty cannot guarantee the effective-
ness of liner routes.

Therefore, this article studies the optimization of feed-
er liner routes with uncertain demand and fuel price. In 
order to ensure the robustness of the solution and the 
model, the robust optimization model of liner route in 
feeder line network is established. It aims to minimize the 
expected weekly operating cost and penalty cost of the 
route, and is constrained by the balance of line flow, ca-
pacity and time constraints. Compared with the existing 
uncertainty model, this article considers the fluctuation of 
both freight demand and fuel price at the same time. In 
order to optimize the ship type of route adaptation, the 
operating costs include not only the costs that vary with 
the cargo volume, fuel prices and port of call, but also the 
seaworthy costs associated with ships in the route net-
work. At the same time, in order to reduce the impact 
of fuel prices fluctuation on the total operating cost, this 
article uses the partial derivative function of the total op-
erating cost on the speed to determine the best speed. In 
addition, due to the different loading and unloading ef-
ficiency, busy degree and operation quantity of each port, 
the waiting time in each port of each ship in this article is 
different. Through the above processing, the applicability 
of the built robust optimization model for the liner routes 
in feeder line network is enhanced, and the robustness 
of the performance of the feeder line network is ensured 
when the freight demand and fuel prices fluctuate, so as 
to avoid the market risk.

3. Robust optimization model  
of liner routes

The hub-and-spoke shipping network refers to the feeder 
transportation network formed between coastal ports with 
the hub port, which is attached by the main line. Feeder 
line transport network includes regional hub ports, multi-
ple feeder ports, feeder transport routes, etc. Fixed ships 
are engaged in foreign trade import and export container 
transportation between the feeder ports according to the 
published schedule or rules on the feeder routes. Taking 
the export container as an example, its function is to trans-
port the containers to be exported from other feeder ports 
to the hub port through the feeder line, and then trans-
fer them from the hub port to the destinations around 
the world through the main line. As the continuation of 
main transportation, container feeder transportation net-
work undertakes the collection and distribution services of 
international logistics transportation in inland areas to a 
greater extent. Considering that the route is easily affected 
by the change of freight demand in the shipping market 
and the fluctuation of international fuel prices, the discrete 
scenario method is used to describe the uncertainty, and 
a robust optimization strategy is introduced to establish a 
robust optimization model for the design of feeder liner 
routes. Optimize the route network of feeder liner ship-
ping companies in the uncertain environment. Therefore, 
from the characteristics of the hub-and-spoke shipping 
network, the form of container flow, and the way to de-
scribe uncertainty, the assumptions are making as follows:
 ■ the hub port is determined and unique. Each feeder port 
is visited once. Each ship departs from the hub port and 
returns after passing through several feeder ports;

 ■ the shipment demand (import and export) of feeder port 
is known, and the container flows between the hub port 
and the feeder port;

 ■ the probability of occurrence of the scenario is known.

3.1. Objective function

The revenue of the liner company is equal to the differ-
ence between the operating income and the transporta-
tion cost. Operating income depends on the freight rate 
and shipment demand, which are largely determined by 
the market. Therefore, the cost level is the main factor 
determining the company’s profit.

For any scenario s, transportation costs Cs consist of 
fixed costs F

sC  and variable costs V
sC , as shown in Equa-

tion (1):

F V
s s sC C C= + .  (1)

Fixed costs F
sC  is the cost of keeping the ship’s sea-

worthiness under the scenario s, such as depreciation, in-
surance, crew costs and maintenance costs. It has nothing 
to do with the volume of shipment transport, only related 
to the number of sailing days, the number of ships and the 
type of ship. Thus F

sC   is as shown in Equation (2); where 
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s
kSTAP  represents the stay time of ship k at ports under 

scenario s, as shown in Equation (3); kSM  represents the 
mileage of the ship k, as shown in Equation (4):

24
f kF s

s k ks
kk V

SM
C C STAP

v
∈

 
 = ⋅ + ⋅ 

∑ ;  (2)

where:
( )

0 0
24

s s
i i

i ijk
i

s
i G j G
i j

d q
f X

t
STAP

∈ ∈
≠ ≠

 + + ⋅  
 = +∑∑

0 0
0

24

s
i

ik
i G

d f X
t

∈

 
+ ⋅  

  +
∑ 0 0

0

24

s
i

i k
i G

q f X
t

∈

 
+ ⋅  

 
∑

, "k Î V;  (3)

k ijk ij
i G j G

SM X d
∈ ∈

= ⋅∑∑ , "k Î V.  (4)

In Equation (3), 

( )

0 0
24

s s
i i

i ijk
i

i G j G
i j

d q
f X

t

∈ ∈
≠ ≠

 + + ⋅  
 ∑∑

 
repre-

sents the dwell time of the ship k at the feeder port; 

0 0
0

24

s
i

ik
i G

d f X
t

∈

 
+ ⋅  

 
∑

 
represents the dwell time of ship k 

at the hub port, and then the ship k departs from the 
hub port to the feeder port; the ship eventually needs 
to return from the feeder port to the hub port, and 

0 0
0

24

s
i

i k
i G

q f X
t

∈

 
+ ⋅  

 
∑

 represents the dwell time of the ship 

k at the hub port. 
Variable costs V

sC  is the variable costs that changes 
with the volume of shipment transport, fuel prices and 
port of call. V

sC  includes fuel cost fuel
sC  and port-related 

cost port
sC  under scenario s, as shown in Equation (5):

V fuel port
s s sC C C= + ,  (5)

where:
fuel H L
s s sC C C= + ;  (6)

kH H
s k ss

kk V

SM
C P D r

v
∈

= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅∑ ;  (7)

s
kL L

s k s
kk V

SM
C P D r

v
∈

′= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅∑ ;  (8)

( ) ( )
2 3
3 s

k k
k

k

v
P

M

⋅
=


, "k Î V;  (9)

port
s k ijk

k V i G j G

C u X
∈ ∈ ∈

= ⋅∑∑∑ .  (10)

For any scenario s, fuel
sC  includes 2 parts, heavy fuel 

cost and light fuel cost, as shown in Equation (6). Equation 
(7)–(9) is derived from Shintani et al. (2007). Equation (7) 

represents the total heavy fuel cost under scenario s. For 

any ship k, the heavy fuel cost is k H
k ss

k

SM
P D r

v
⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , where 

k
s
k

SM
v

 represents the sailing time of ship k under scenario s. 

Similarly, Equation (8) represents the light fuel cost under 
scenario s. Equation (9) is a classic main engine power for-
mula. In Equation (10), for any scenario s, port

sC  is related 
to the ship type used and the port of call. In summary, 
the total transportation cost under scenario s is shown in 
Equation (11):

s
1

24

ijk ij
i G j Gf

k s
kk V

X d

C C
v

∈ ∈

∈

 ⋅

= ⋅ ⋅ +



∑∑
∑

i 0 0

s s
i i

i ijk
ii G j G

j

d q
f X

t
∈ ∈
≠ ≠

 +
 + ⋅ + 
 

∑∑ i
0 0

0i

s

ik
G

d
f X

t
∈

 
 + ⋅ + 
 

∑

0 0
0

s
i

i k
i G

q
f X

t
∈

 
 + ⋅ +    

∑

( )
ijk ij

i G j G H L
k s ss

kk V

X d

P D r D r
v

∈ ∈

∈

 
 
 ′⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ + 
  
 

∑∑
∑

k ijk
k V i G j G

u X
∈ ∈ ∈

⋅∑∑∑ .  (11)

The robust optimization method is derived from the 
robust control theory. As a supplement to the stochastic 
optimization and sensitivity analysis, it is a new modelling 
method for studying uncertain optimization problems. It 
uses discrete scenario approach, W = {1, 2, ..., S}, to de-
scribe uncertainty, and 1s

s

p
∈

=∑


. The decision-making 

process seeks the best-performing robust solution, so the 
objective function of the robust optimization model of 
container liner routes in feeder line network is as shown 
in Equation (12) (Zhao et al. 2017):

min s s s s
s s

p C p z
∈ ∈

⋅ + ⋅ ⋅∑ ∑
 

 ,  (12)

where: s s
s

p C
∈

⋅∑


 measures the robustness of the solution; 

s s
s

p z
∈

⋅∑


  measures the penalty cost of destroying load 

constraints due to certain conditions; w is the weight co-
efficient; since zs in this article reflects the load relaxation 
under scenario s, w reflects the value of unit shipment 
volume loss.

3.2. Optimal speed

For "k Î V, the transportation cost corresponding to the 
ship k under the scenario s is as shown in Equation (13); 
Equation (14) is the partial derivative of Equation (13); 
the optimum speed with the lowest transportation cost 
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for "k Î V is obtained by making 0s
s
k

C
v
∂

=
∂

, as shown in 
Equation (15):

24
f k s

s k ks
k

SM
C C STAP

v

 
 = ⋅ + + ⋅ 

( ) ( )
2 2
3 s

k k
k

k

v
SM

M

⋅
⋅ ×


( )H L
s sD r D r′⋅ + ⋅ + k ijk

i G j G

u X
∈ ∈

⋅∑∑ ,"k Î V;  (13)

( )224

f
s k k
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C C SM
v v

∂ ⋅
= +

∂ − ⋅

( )
2
32 s

k k k

k

SM v
M

⋅ ⋅ ⋅
×



( )H L
k s k sD r D r′⋅ + ⋅ , "k Î V;  (14)

( ) ( )

1
3

*
2
3

.
48

f
k k

k
H L

s s k

C M
v

D r D r

 
 ⋅ =
 

′⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ 
 



 (15)

It is known from Equation (15) that the optimal speed 
is independent of the decision variable Xijk, but it is related 
to the ship’s displacement, admiralty coefficient, fuel con-
sumption rate, daily fixed cost and fuel prices. Thus, when 
the ship type and fuel prices are determined, the optimal 
speed is determined. 

3.3. Constraints

Scenario changes under robust optimization can affect 
some constraints. Therefore, constraints are divided into 
design constraints and control constraints.

Design constraints are not subject to the uncertainty 
parameters. The design constraints in this article are main-
ly for the ship’s route constraints:

1ijk
k V i G

X
∈ ∈

=∑∑ , "j Î G, j ¹ 0;  (16)

1ijk
k V j G

X
∈ ∈

=∑∑ , "i Î G, i ¹ 0;  (17)

0ijk jik
j G j G

X X
∈ ∈

− =∑ ∑ , "k Î V, i Î G;  (18)

0

0

1ik
i G
i

X
∈
≠

=∑ , "k Î V;  (19)

0

0

1i k
i G
i

X
∈
≠

=∑ , "k Î V.  (20)

Constraints (16) and (17) ensure that each feeder port 
has only one ship to visit. Constraint (18) is a route con-
tinuity constraint, which ensures that the ship must sail 
out after entering a feeder port. Constraint (19) ensure 
that each ship departs from the hub port. Constraint (20) 
ensure that each ship eventually return to the hub port.

Control constraints are affected by uncertainty pa-
rameters. Because this article considers the uncertainty of 
shipment demand and fuel prices. Fuel prices affect the 

speed, which in turn affect the route time. Therefore, the 
load and time constraints will be affected by the change 
of the scenario.

Constraints (21)–(25) are time limits, and Constraints 
(26)–(31) are load limits:

0
0

0 024

s
i

ik
i G

d X
t

T f∈

⋅

= +
∑

, "k Î V;  (21)

24
k s

k ks
k

SM
STAP T

v
+ ≤

⋅
, "k Î V;  (22)

24
ijk ij
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v

⋅
≤ + +

⋅

( )

( )1
24

s s
i i

i ijk
i

ijk k

d q
f X

t
X T

 + + ⋅  
  − − ⋅ , 

"i, j Î G, k Î V;  (23)

24
ijk ij

j i s
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X d
T T

v

⋅
≥ + +

⋅

( )

( )1
24

s s
i i

ijk
i

ijk k

d q
f X

t
X T

 + + ⋅  
  + − ⋅ , 

"i, j Î G, k Î V; (24)

0k
s s
i ijk

i G j G

d X l
∈ ∈

⋅ =∑∑ , "k Î V, s Î W;  (25)

0
s
k k sl Q z≤ + , "k Î V, s Î W;  (26)

s
i ijk k s

i G j G

q X Q z
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⋅ ≤ +∑∑ , "k Î V, s Î W;  (27)

( )0
s

0 0k
s s s
i i ik ikl d q X l− + ⋅ = , "i Î G, k Î V, s Î W;  (28)

0
s
ik k sl Q z≤ + , "i Î G, k Î V, s Î W;  (29)

( )0
s s s s
ik j j ijk ijkl d q X l− + ⋅ = , "j Î G, k Î V, s Î W;  (30)

ijk k sl Q z≤ + , "j Î G, k Î V, s Î W.  (31)

Constraint (21) represents the departure time of ship k 
from the hub port under scenario s. Constraint (22) indi-
cates that the total sailing time of ship k under scenario s 
does not exceed the maximum time limit. The Constraints 
(23)–(24) are meaningful only if Xijk = 1, which ensures the 
continuity of the sailing time of the ship k under the scene 
s. Constraint (25) is the load at the time of departure of 
ship k under scenario s. Constraint (26) is the load limit for 
Constraint (25). Constraint (27) is the load limit of ship k 
returning to the hub port under scenario s. Constraint (28) 
is the load of the ship k from the hub port to the feeder 
port i under the scenario s. Constraint (29) is the load limit 
of Constraint (28). Constraint (30) is the load of ship k from 
feeder port i to feeder port j under scenario s. Constraint 
(31) is the load limit of Constraint (30).

4. Improved tabu search algorithm

Brouer et al. (2013) have proved that the liner route net-
work planning is NP-hard problem. This article studies the 
robust optimization problem of container liner route in 
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feeder line under the uncertain environment, which is the 
extension of liner route network planning problem and 
belongs to NP-hard problem at the same time, compared 
with the deterministic model, the robust optimization 
model increases the search space and difficulty to search 
the result. At present, modern heuristic algorithms such 
as genetic algorithm (Sun et al. 2017), simulated anneal-
ing algorithm (Kong 2015), particle swarm optimization 
algorithm (Fan et al. 2018) and ant colony algorithm (Xu 
et al. 2020) are widely used to solve robust optimization 
problem, but the algorithm is easy to fall into the local 
optimal solution. As a modern heuristic algorithm, tabu 
search has a good global optimization ability (Li, He 2015). 
The setting of tabu table makes the algorithm avoid falling 
into cycle iteration while searching for the optimal solu-
tion (Li et al. 2018), strengthen the ability and efficiency of 
searching, which is applicable to the model established in 
this article. However, the tabu search algorithm has strong 
dependence on the initial solution, and its quality of the 
initial solution determines the quality and efficiency of 
searching the optimal solution. At the same time, because 
tabu search is an extension of local neighbourhood search, 
its neighbourhood transformation criteria determine the 
distribution and quality of neighbourhood solution. The 
selection of neighbourhood transformation criteria not 
only affects the ability of mountain climbing but also the 
ability to jump out of local optimum. Therefore, this arti-
cle improves the initial solution and neighbourhood trans-
formation criteria. The improved tabu search algorithm is 
used to solve the model.

At the same time, the uncertainty is described by using 
discrete case methods in robust optimization. The deci-
sion-making process is to find the best-performing robust 
solution, that is, a solution, which is not optimal for some 
scenarios but relatively good for each scenario. When s is 
determined, the uncertainty problem is transformed into a 
deterministic problem. In order to verify the performance 
of the robust solution, this article divides the algorithm 
into 2 parts based on the improved tabu search algorithm. 
The 1st is to solve the deterministic problem and seek to 
determine the optimal solution under the scenario s. The 
2nd is to solve the uncertainty problem and seek the op-
timal robust solution under uncertain scenarios.

4.1. Deterministic problem 

The scenario s is determined, ps = 1, and the probabil-
ity of occurrence of other scenarios is 0. Thus the control 
constraint becomes a design constraint and zs = 0. Uncer-
tainty issues translate into deterministic issues. Therefore, 
the total transportation cost of the Equation (11) is used 
as an evaluation function.

Solution code. Give each port a unique number. The 
digital sequence represents a meaningful port sequence, 
which can distinguish the ports that are specifically vis-
ited by each route. For example, 0 represents the hub port 
and 1–10 represents 10 different feeder ports. The digital 
sequence 0–1–5–4–0–0–3–7–2–0–0–6–0–0–2–8–9–10–0 

represents the solution X. It means that the feeder line 
network contains 4 routes:
 ■ Route 1: 0–1–5–4–0. Ships from the hub port visit feeder 
ports 1–5–4 in turn and then return to the hub port;

 ■ Route 2: 0–3–7–2–0. Ships from hub port visit feeder 
ports 3–7–2 in turn and then return to the hub port; 

 ■ Route 3: 0–6–0. Ships depart from hub port to visit feed-
er port 6 and then return to hub port;

 ■ Route 4: 0–2–8–9–10–0. Ships from hub port visit feeder 
ports 2–8–9–10 in turn and then return to the hub port.

At the same time, the model constructed in this ar-
ticle contains a variety of ship types. Because the higher 
capacity of the ship under the scenario, the higher the 
cost involved. Therefore, each route uses the principle of 
minimum capacity under the premise of satisfying design 
constraints to allocate ship.

Initial solution. The construction methods of initial 
solution mainly include insertion method, nearest neigh-
bourhood method, C–W saving method and scanning 
method. The insertion method, also known as the farthest 
insertion method, was proposed by Mole & Jameson 
(1976) to solve the vehicle routing problem. This method 
has the advantages of the nearest neighbourhood method 
and C–W saving method. When searching for the insertion 
position, the element is moved. It is often used to produce 
a high quality initial solution, improving the efficiency of 
the algorithm (Zhang et al. 2013). Therefore, this article 
uses the insertion method instead of the random method 
to produce Initial solution.

Neighbourhood transformation criteria. The most 
common neighbourhood transformation criteria are k-opt, 
or-opt, 2-swap, l-interchange. k-opt considers the arc in 
the route. or-opt considers the point on the route and im-
prove the solution by switching the nodes inside the line. 
l-interchange, node switching method, is composed of 
1–0, 1–1 and 1–2. It improves the solution by switching the 
nodes between routes. In order to enhance the ability of 
the algorithm to climb and jump out of the local optimum, 
or-opt is used for transformation inside the route, and 1–0 
and 1–1 are used for route-to-route transformation.

Tabu object and tabu length. For the above neigh-
bourhood transformation method, a tabu list with the vec-
tor components of solution as tabu objects is established, 
as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Tabu object

Transformation mode Neighbourhood 
transformation criteria Tabu object

Inside the route or-opt (i, j, j + 1)

route-to-route
1–0 (li, i, lj)

1–1 (li, i, lj, j)

i, j represents port i and port j. Under the or-opt ex-
change method, port i and port j belong to the same path. 
Under the exchange method of 1–0 and 1–1, li represents 
the path containing port i, lj represents the path contain-
ing port j, and li ¹ lj. For the above 3 kinds of tabu objects, 
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the tabu length is set as length n= , where n is the num-
ber of feeder ports in the problem.

According to the above improvement of the initial so-
lution and domain transformation rules, as well as the set-
ting of the tabu object and the tabu length, the improved 
tabu search algorithm in deterministic scenarios is shown 
in Figure 1a:
 ■ Step 1: generate an initial solution X by using an inser-
tion method, and set the tabu list empty; 

 ■ Step 2: judge whether the algorithm termination condi-
tions are met. If they are, output the optimization re-
sults. if it is not, continue to Step 3; 

 ■ Step 3: using the constructed neighbourhood transfor-
mation criteria to produce neighbourhood solutions and 
determine candidate solutions from them; 

 ■ Step 4: dose the candidate solution meet the aspiration 
criterion? That is, when a solution X ¢ better than the best 
solution Xbest, has it appeared ( ) ( )( )bestE x E x′ < ? If so, 
use the best X ¢ to replace X to become the new current 
solution Xbest, and replace the earliest tabu objects with 
the corresponding objects of X ¢. Then return to Step 2. 
If not, continue to Step 5; 

 ■ Step 5: the tabu attribute of each object correspond-
ing to the candidate solution is judged. The best state 
corresponding to the non-tabu object in the candidate 
solution set is selected as the new current solution. At 
the same time, the tabu object that 1st enter the tabu 
list are replaced. Then return to Step 2.

4.2. Uncertain problem
Since the slack variable zs is introduced under uncertainty, 
the load Constraints (26)–(31) are allowed to be broken. 
Therefore, the algorithm design under uncertain scenari-
os needs to change the evaluation function and the ship 
equipment principle based on the deterministic problem. 

For uncertain scenarios, ( )s s ijk s s
s s

p C X p z
∈ ∈

⋅ + ⋅ ⋅∑ ∑
 

  as 

evaluation function and minimum transportation cost and 
penalty cost as ship equipment principle. Take any route l 
as an example, the ship’s equipment process is as follows 
(Figure 1b):
 ■ Step 1: initialize parameters, k = 1, s = 1;
 ■ Step 2: calculate and record the transportation cost and 
penalty cost of the route l using ship k under the sce-
nario s;

 ■ Step 3: s = s + 1, is all scenarios traversed? Is to Step 4, 
no to Step 2;

 ■ Step 4: calculate and record the evaluation function val-
ue of ship k, k = k + 1; are all ship types traversed? Is to 
Step 5, no s = 1, go to Step 2;

 ■ Step 5: select the ship type with the smallest evaluation 
function value for route l.

5. Example analysis

The planning period is 6 months. Take the Bohai Sea area 
of China as an example. Dalian Port as the hub port, indi-
cated by the number 0, and Jinzhou, Yingkou, Dandong, 
Qinhuangdao, Laizhou, Huanghua, Weihai, Yantai, Long-
kou, Weifang are feeder ports with sequence numbers 
1…10. Shipping route operating time in weeks. Table 2 

Figure 1. Flow charts: a  – improved tabu search algorithm; b  – selection of suitable ship type
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Table 2. Ship parameters

Qk
f
kC Dk Mk uk 

260 15000 6579 215 5500
432 17500 10886 220 6000
633 22867 15192 240 7500
725 26300 18254 245 8500
991 32400 24503 257 10000
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Table 4. Average loading and unloading speed ti of port i

Port No 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
ti 140 100 100 100 80 80 100 90 100 90 90

Table 5. Standby time fi for arrival and departure at/from port i

Port No 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

fi 2.5 2.6 2.5 2.5 2.4 2.4 2.6 2.7 2.5 2.6 2.6

Table 6. Shipment volume change

                          Port No

Shipment growth
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

+5% 
di 232 221 163 305 309 47 119 79 258 37
qi 281 114 298 85 196 171 204 108 50 118

0% 
di 220 209 154 289 293 44 113 72 245 35
qi 266 108 268 90 186 162 193 102 47 112

–5% 
di 209 198 146 274 278 41 107 68 232 33
qi 252 102 254 85 176 153 183 96 44 106

Note: di – inbound volume; di – outbound volume.

Figure 2. Container freight rates in the Bohai region (Bohai Sea Port Group, 2015–2018)
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Table 3. Distance between ports

Port No 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
0 0 123 169 128 129 124 205 84 87 106 170
1 123 0 53 311 106 237 269 248 224 190 265
2 169 53 0 305 113 214 232 238 227 183 237
3 128 311 305 0 298 269 335 172 195 252 301
4 129 106 113 298 0 154 142 196 172 146 189
5 124 237 214 269 154 0 142 171 162 30 53
6 205 269 232 335 142 142 0 234 214 158 144
7 84 248 238 172 196 171 234 0 39 131 230
8 87 224 227 195 172 162 214 39 0 127 227
9 106 190 183 252 146 30 158 131 127 0 70
10 170 265 237 301 189 53 144 230 227 70 0
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shows the ship parameters. Table 3 shows the distance 
between ports. Table 4 shows the average handling speed 
of port i. Table 5 shows the standby time at port i.

w reflects the value of unit loss of transportation. This 
article reflects the penalty cost by measuring the value that 
can be generated by the lost shipment volume. This helps 
to reduce the error caused by subjective setting. Accord-
ing to the data provided by Wind (2018), the container 
freight rate in the Bohai region in 2015–2018 is analysed, 
as shown in Figure 2. Based on the average freight rate, 
w = 1852.04 is set, and then the penalty cost s s

s

p z
∈

⋅ ⋅∑


  
is calculated.

The fluctuation of freight demand in the shipping mar-
ket is a normal state. Shipping enterprises can determine 
the total freight demand and change ranges by focusing 
on the market forecasts of all parties. In this article, they 
are shown in Table 6. In addition, according to the posi-
tive, conservative and negative attitude of the decision-
makers towards the change of demand, the probability 
of the change of demand is changed. When the decision-
maker holds a positive attitude, the probability of demand 
change of 5%, 0% and –5% is 0.5, 0.2 and 0.3 respec-
tively; when the decision-maker holds a conservative at-
titude, the probability of demand change is 0.2, 0.5 and 
0.3 respectively; when the decision-maker holds a nega-
tive attitude, the probability of demand change is 0.2, 0.3 
and 0.5 respectively. The ship fuel market is affected by 
international crude oil price, weather, government policies, 
market intervention of Organization of the Petroleum Ex-
porting Countries (OPEC) and International Energy Agency 
(IEA) (Xu 2011). The fuel prices will change with the market 
and will not be controlled by shipping enterprises. In this 
article, the fuel prices are divided into ordinary and ex-

pensive costs, as shown in Table 7. They are uniformly dis-
tributed in their respective intervals and their probability 
of occurrence is assumed to be 0.6 and 0.4, respectively. 
The heavy fuel and light fuel consumption rates (DH, DL) 
were 172g/Kw⋅h and 5g/Kw⋅h, respectively. As fuel prices 
and freight demand fluctuate at the same time, forming 6 
possible scenarios, as shown in Table 8.

By using the improved tabu search algorithm and 
Matlab2014a software (https://www.mathworks.com), the 
optimal route scheme and corresponding ship type under 
different scenarios and decision preferences are obtained, 
as shown in Table 9. Take the rising market demand and 
high fuel price as an example, that is, in scenario 4, the 
optimal plan is to use 3 ships with 633 TEU capacity to 
visit the feeder port 9–5–10, 2–1, 7–3–8 from the hub port, 
and then return back; using one ship with 432 TEU capac-
ity to visit the feeder port 4→6 from the hub port, and 
then return back. It can be seen from Table 9 that when 

Table 7. Fuel cost

Price rs sr′

Ordinary U [4256, 4700] U [6300, 7100]
High U [4700, 5100] U [7100, 8150]

Note: U means the price division of tobacco oil with two different 
probabilities.

Table 8. Description of every scenario

Scenario Shipment 
growth +5%

Shipment 
growth 0%

Shipment 
growth –5%

Ordinary Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3
High Scenario 4 Scenario 5 Scenario 6

Table 9. Contrast of the optimal values for different scenarios

Scenario Optimal solution.
The best route plan and the corresponding ship [TEU]

Scenario 1 X1
route 0–4–1–0 0–5–0 0–9–10–6–0 0–3–0 0–2–8–7–0
ship capacity [TEU] 633 432 432 432 432

Scenario 2 X2
route 0–9–10–6–8–0 0–3–0 0–4–2–1–0 0–5–7–0
ship capacity [TEU] 432 432 724 432

Scenario 3 X3
route 0–8–7–0 0–4–2–1–0 0–9–5–10–6–0 0–3–0
ship capacity [TEU] 432 724 633 260

Scenario 4 X4
route 0–9–5–10–0 0–2–1–0 0–7–3–8–0 0–4–6–0
ship capacity [TEU] 633 633 633 432

Scenario 5 X5
route 0–4–6–10–0 0–3–7–8–0 0–9–5–0 0–2–1–0
ship capacity [TEU] 432 633 633 432

Scenario 6 X6
route 0–4–6–10–0 0–9–5–0 0–1–2–8–7–0 0–3–0
ship capacity [TEU] 432 633 633 260

Robust solution under  
positive attitude Y1

route 0–5–8–0 0–3–0 0–9–10–6–0 0–4–7–0 0–2–1–0
ship capacity [TEU] 432 432 432 432 432

Robust solution under 
conservative attitude Y2

route 0–4–6–8–0 0–3–0 0–5–10–9–7–0 0–2–1–0
ship capacity [TEU] 432 432 724 432

Robust solution under  
negative attitude Y3

route 0–8–3–0 0–9–0 0–2–1–0 0–5–7–0 0–4–6–10–0
ship capacity [TEU] 433 260 433 433 433

https://www.mathworks.com
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the freight demand and fuel price in the hub-and-spoke 
network of the container feeder line fluctuate, the ship 
configuration and the port visited in the route network 
will change. In this article, the decision-maker’s preference 
is considered in the robust optimization model, and the 
robust solutions are different under various preference. In 
order to quantitatively analyse the specific differences be-
tween different optimization results in Table 9, this article 
analyses the actual costs (transportation cost and penalty 
cost) of different optimization results in different scenarios, 
and the results are shown in Table 10.

It is known from Table 10 that when the freight demand 
or fuel prices fluctuates, the optimization scheme based 
on the deterministic scenario has poor applicability. For 
example, X6 is the optimal solution under Scenario 6, and 
the optimal value is 543063 ¥. But the cost in Scenario 1 is 
747317 ¥, and the deviation is 204254 ¥. The cost of Y1 is 
591122 ¥ under Scenario 1, and the difference between the 
optimal solution under Scenario 1 is only 1450 ¥. Through 
the comparison and analysis, it can be seen that although 
the optimal route scheme obtained by the robust optimi-
zation model is conservative, the deviation between the 
optimal solution obtained under each scenario is kept in 
a relatively small range because it integrates all scenarios.  
It can ensure that the robust optimization schemes are 
better in any scenario. While different robust optimiza-
tion schemes are obtained under different preferences of 
decision-makers. Y1 has better performance in scenario 1 
and scenario 4 due to its focus on rising freight demand. 
In the same way, Y2 and Y3 show the same trend. In addi-
tion, through the calculation and analysis of the average 
operating cost corresponding to each robust scheme, we 
can see that the average cost corresponding to Y3 is rela-
tively high, which is mainly due to the negative attitude 
focusing on the decline of freight demand. As a result, the 
route allocation is too conservative, resulting in a relatively 
high average volume of containers dumped. It also shows 
that negative decision preference is not suitable in the cur-
rent freight market.

6. Conclusions 
This article use the robust optimization method to opti-
mize the route network of feeder line network, and the 
uncertainty of freight demand and fuel prices is introduced 
into the robust optimization model of feeder line by using 
scenario description method. It aims to minimize the total 
operating cost and penalty cost, meets the route, capacity 
and time constraints, introduces slack variables, and allows 
appropriate volume of container rejection. The seaworthy 
cost related to the ship is added to the operation cost to 
optimize the line fitting ship type. 

This article uses the partial derivative function of the 
operating cost with respect to the speed to determine the 
optimal speed, so as to reduce the impact of fuel prices 
fluctuation on the operating cost. By setting up different 
stay time in each port, it reflects the different loading and 
unloading efficiency, busy degree and operation volume 
of each port. In order to solve the robust optimization 
model, an improved tabu search algorithm is designed. 

Compared with the determined optimal solution in 
each scenario, the robust solution is not limited to seeking 
the optimal solution in a certain scenario, but suitable for 
each scenario. At the same time, different decision prefer-
ences make the robust optimization schemes different, but 
they have good stability in the face of freight demand and 
fuel prices fluctuations. Due to the difference of freight 
demand of each port affected by the hinterland economy, 
some feeder ports have large demand for freight, while 
some have little. If each feeder port is visited by different 
ships many times, it may improve the ship loading rate by 
splitting the demand of each feeder port. 

Therefore, in the process of route optimization in the 
future, the situation that each feeder port is visited by dif-
ferent ships for many times will be considered.
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